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Summary

In the Life Sciences, numerous questions can be addressed only by comprehensively searching different types of data that are inherently ordered, or are associated with ranked confidence values. We previously proposed Search Computing to support the integration of the results of search engines with other data and computational resources. This paper presents how well known bioinformatics resources can be described as search services in the search computing framework and integrated analyses over such services can be carried out. An initial set of bioinformatics services has been described and registered in the search computing framework and a bioinformatics search computing (Bio-SeCo) application using these services has been created. This current prototype application, the available services that it uses, the queries that are supported, the kind of interaction that is therefore made available to the users, and the future scenarios are here described and discussed.

1 Introduction

In the Life Sciences, questions are often complex and simultaneously regard several different functional and structural aspects of an organism and its biomolecular entities (e.g. the genes expressed in certain conditions, their mutations and their involvement in pathological phenotypes or diseases, the proteins with their protein domains and 3D structure, their participation in different biochemical pathways and biological processes, etc.). An example is the following: “Which drugs treat diseases that are likely to be associated with a given genetic mutation?” Such questions can be addressed only by exploring, comprehensively searching and globally evaluating the numerous available data and their relationships, which are of different types and often inherently ordered or associated with ranked confidence values.

Access to these data is being increasingly provided by web services, which often offer specific search services, i.e. bioinformatics services that provide results (often ranked) of user defined searches within data repositories. These services provide users with rapid and selective access to biomedical data from potentially huge repositories. However, individual search tools are often ineffective for use in applications in which the answer to a request involves combining results from more than one search engine. In particular, available search services [1] typically provide vertical search capabilities, in that they are focused on a single topic. They seek individual items that meet the criteria specified in a request, whereas in practice information relevant to a biomedical requirement may be spread over several resources. Furthermore, it is often essential to combine multiple vertical search services to perform multi-topic searches, where the different individual topic searches either refine or augment previous results. For example, if the user is interested in knowing which genes both encode proteins with high sequence similarity to a given protein and are significantly expressed in the same given biological condition or tissue, current practice typically involves the integration of results from three different searches (for similar proteins, protein encoding
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genes and gene expressions), where the individual search results are themselves likely to be ranked by some criteria [2]. Such an integration task, taking account of the rankings, is termed a multi-topic search and may be carried out manually or by a custom program, by composing services in workflows through the use of flexible service oriented architectures (SOA).

The definition of workflows to infer new knowledge from existing datasets by using available services is an often performed activity in bioinformatics [3]. Notable examples of workflow systems supporting such activity include Taverna [4], Wings/Pegasus [5], [6], Galaxy [7], Triana [8] and Kepler [9]. Taverna, the most known and used in bioinformatics, has been used to support experimental investigation into a variety of research areas. It is a language and computational model designed to support the automation of complex, service-based and data-intensive scientific processes. Yet, Taverna and the other available workflow systems and data integration platforms are not able to deal with rankings and scores of both intermediate results and global combinations; thus, they do not provide support for multi-topic search.

Search Computing [10], [11] has been proposed to support the integration of search engine results from different areas with other data and computational resources. The innovative contribution of this new infrastructure, that sets it apart from previous works, is its support for combining different data sources and dealing also with ranked partial results, taking them into account in order to provide a global ranking of the integrated partial ranked data.

This paper complements a previous study [2] of the envisaged relevance of search computing to the Life Sciences (in particular to information integration and support for ordered data in the Life Sciences) by illustrating and discussing the application of search computing in a bioinformatics use case. Besides the demonstration of the previously described principle through the implementation of the here discussed bioinformatics application, it also provides a view to identifying the extent to which the existing platform for multi-topic search provides useful facilities for representing and integrating bioinformatics search services to be used in biomedical applications.

## 2 Search Computing

Search Computing (http://www.search-computing.eu/) is a new approach that provides the abstractions, methods, tools and computing systems required to express multi-topic queries, also over ranked data sources, and to build their answers [11]. Figure 1 represents the overall conceptual architecture of the search computing system.

![Figure 1: Search computing architecture](http://journal.imbio.de)
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The search computing system architecture includes a variety of tools that cover service development and publishing, a query execution environment, as well as application registration and query tuning functionalities. A service registration environment eases the creation of wrappers to adapt existing services to the system architecture. A repository stores the definitions of wrappers and wrapped data sources, which are used for the deployment of search-based applications in generic areas.

Search computing can be used to describe well known bioinformatics and biomedical resources as search services, and carry out integrated analyses over such services [2]. In particular, this makes explicit how different ranked data (e.g. from sequence comparisons, gene expression results, functional annotation analyses, or several other different bioinformatics aspects) can be integrated in a way that takes account of the rankings of the different types of data and analyses. In so doing, ranking is innovatively used as a first class citizen for data integration in the Life Sciences. Thus, search computing and its information exploration paradigm based on semantic resource framework (a multi-level description of data sources, including search services) provide a platform for expressing requests over multiple search services, such that the results of the integrated requests take account of the rankings of individual search results. Figure 2 describes some of the several different types of biomedical data for which search services are available. It also shows the relationships between such data types provided by the numerous bioinformatics services available and how they constitute a semantic resource framework, which can be leveraged for complex search computing. Thus, by using available web services for searching individual bioinformatics data types and taking advantage of the relationship data they supply and the attributes they define for providing a ranking, search computing techniques can be innovatively applied to efficiently explore available data and search for globally ranked answers to complex biomedical questions.

Figure 2: Biomedical Semantic Resource Framework

3 Multi-topic Complex Searches: Implementation and Results

We have described and registered an initial set of bioinformatics services in the developed search computing framework. A bioinformatics search computing (Bio-SeCo) application using these services has been created and made publicly available at http://www.search-computing.org/UIDemoBio/. It can answer the following paradigmatic complex case study question: “Which genes encode proteins in different organisms with high sequence similarity to a given protein X and are significantly (over or under) co-expressed in the same given biological tissue Y?” This is just one of the many questions that are supported by suitably composing services shown in Figure 2, by means of a scientist-friendly interface. Indeed, such
type of interesting and complex queries cannot be automatically answered by any other currently available system.

The above multi-topic question is decomposed into the following three single biomedical topic sub-queries, each focused upon one of the nodes of Figure 2: “Which proteins in different organisms have the highest sequence similarity to a given protein X?”; “Which genes encode which proteins?”; and “Which genes are (over or under) co-expressed in the same given tissue Y?”. Each of these sub-queries is mapped to an available search service, i.e. a sequence similarity search program such as BLAST, in one of its implementations (e.g. WU-BLAST [12] - http://www.ebi.ac.uk/blast2/), a query service in a database of genomic and proteomic data as our GFINDer (http://www.bioinformatics.polimi.it/GFINDer/) GPDW [13], and a search engine over a repository of gene expression data such as ArrayExpress Gene Expression Atlas [14] (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/), respectively. Arcs of Figure 2 allow connecting services one to another, thereby building the single query resolving the original problem.

3.1 Search service modelling for Bio-SeCo semantic resource framework

According to the search computing framework [11], each of the abovementioned nodes is modelled with access patterns, which describe the service and its input (I), output (O) and ranked output (R) attributes for the specific data accesses available; arcs are modelled by connection patterns explaining how service attributes are used for joining access patterns. In the proposed example we use the following three access patterns and two access patterns:

\[
\text{WU-BLAST} (\text{SequenceAlignmentProgram}^I, \text{SearchedDB}^I, \text{QuerySequenceID}^I, \text{Email}^I, \text{FoundSequenceDB}^O, \text{FoundSequenceID}^O, \text{FoundSequenceSymbol}^O, \text{FoundSequenceName}^O, \text{BestAlignment.Expectation}^R)
\]

\[
\text{GPDW\_Protein2Gene} (\text{ProteinDB}^I, \text{ProteinID}^I, \text{ProteinDB}^O, \text{ProteinIDO}, \text{GeneDB}^O, \text{GeneIDO}, \text{GeneSymbol}^O, \text{Organism}^O)
\]

\[
\text{ArrayExpress} (\text{GeneSymbol}^I, \text{Organism}^I, \text{ExpressionRegulation}^I, \text{Condition}^I, \text{View}^I, \text{GeneSymbol}^O, \text{Organism}^O, \text{ExperimentalFactor}^O, \text{FactorValue}^O, \text{ExpressionRegulation}^O, \text{StudyNumber}^O, \text{BestStudy.Pvalue}^O)
\]

\[
\text{ExistsCodingGene(WU-BLAST, GPDW\_Protein2Gene);}
\]
\[
[(\text{WU-BLAST.\ foundSequenceDB} = \text{GPDW\_Protein2Gene.\ ProteinDB}
\text{ AND WU-BLAST.\ foundSequenceID} = \text{GPDW\_Protein2Gene.\ ProteinID})]
\]

\[
\text{ExistsExpressedGene(GPDW\_Protein2Gene, ArrayExpress);}
\]
\[
[(\text{GPDW\_Protein2Gene.\ GeneSymbol} = \text{ArrayExpress.\ GeneSymbol}
\text{ AND GPDW\_Protein2Gene.\ Organism} = \text{ArrayExpress.\ Organism})]
\]

3.2 Search query submission

After selecting the registered services to be used, the specific question to be answer can be specified by setting the query specific input values. For the paradigmatic multi-topic case study question above considered, they are the protein X (indicated through its ID), the type of co-expression (over or under) and the biological tissue Y. Service specific input values, other than those provided at query execution time by the connected services as specified by the defined connection patterns, can be specified at service registration time as service default input values (e.g. the sequence alignment program to use, or the sequence database to search, for the WU-BLAST service). In the prototypical demonstrative Bio-SeCo application that we created (http://www.search-computing.org/UIDemoBio/), through a simple graphical interface the user can set query specific input values and launch the search query.
3.3 Query execution and retrieved results

The submitted multi-topic query is then executed by the search computing platform by calling the involved services with the user-defined input query values. In the case of our paradigmatic question, through the WU-BLAST access pattern, the search computing platform calls one of the BLAST programs (e.g. `SequenceAlignmentProgram` = “BLASTP”), available in the WU-BLAST web service registered in the platform, to search, in one of the protein sequence databases available to WU-BLAST (e.g. `SearchDB` = “uniprotkb_swissprot”), for protein sequences highly similar to the sequence of the user specified protein X ID (e.g. `QuerySequenceID` = “uniprot:P24593”). Ranked results can be obtained in increasing order of probability that the alignment found is not better than an alignment found by chance. The IDs of the protein sequences found with the best alignment (i.e. with the lowest probability) are retained. Then, based on the `ExistsCodingGene` connection pattern, they are passed as input to the `GPDW_Protein2Gene` query service registered in the platform. This query service is automatically invoked by the search computing platform, according to the automatically defined query plan and its registered access pattern and service interface, in order to query the GPDW for genes encoding the proteins retrieved by the WU-BLAST web service. The symbol and organism name of the obtained genes are retrieved. Then, based on the `ExistsExpressedGene` connection pattern and the `ArrayExpress` accession pattern, they and the user specified expression type (e.g. `ExpressionRegulation` = “up”) and biological tissue Y (e.g. `Condition` = “kidney”) search constraints are sent as input to the ArrayExpress Gene Expression Atlas search engine, registered in the platform. ArrayExpress ordered search results include those genes, among the input ones, that in the ArrayExpress Archive are reported in decreasing order of probability to be significantly over co-expressed in the kidney.

3.4 Integration and global ranking of retrieved partial results

Partial search results provided by the individual services considered are composed according to the semantic resource network and taking into account their partial rankings, when available. Global ranking of integrated results is performed by composing partial rankings according to a predefined weighted combination function. This function can be arbitrary complex and describe the relationships between the partial rankings to be combined. Yet, if the partial rankings are expressed in the same units and range values, the simple weighted product of the partial rankings can be used as global ranking. This has been done also for the considered paradigmatic query, since its partial rankings to be combined are sequence alignment expectation values (from the WU-BLAST `BestAlignment.Expectation` attribute) and differential gene expression p-values (from the ArrayExpress `BestStudy.Pvalue` attribute), which are both dimensionless values expressed in the 0.0-1.0 value range.

Results provided by our Bio-SeCo application for the example input values given above are shown in Table 1. They represent the ordered list of the top genes that encode proteins with the highest sequence similarity to the UniProt P24593 protein (human Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5) and are significantly over expressed in the kidney tissue or within any of its parts. According to the partial ranked results provided on April 29th, 2011 by the WU-BLAST, GPDW and ArrayExpress services registered in our search computing platform, they constitute the global ranked answer to the considered multi-topic paradigmatic case study question that the Bio-SeCo application can automatically compute by integrating the retrieved partial ranked results.
Table 1: Global ranked results provided by search computing to the case study question for the user input QuerySequenceID = “uniprot:P24593”, ExpressionRegulation = “up” and Condition = “kidney”. Expectation: BLAST expectation value; Diff. Expr.: gene differential expression type; for all table items, ArrayExpress Experimental Factor = “Organism part” (not shown)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similar Protein ID (UniProt)</th>
<th>Similar Protein Name</th>
<th>WU-BLAST</th>
<th>Gene Symbol</th>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>ArrayExpress</th>
<th>Study Number</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q07079</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5</td>
<td>1.80E-137</td>
<td>Igfbp5</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24594</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5</td>
<td>3.80E-137</td>
<td>Igfbp5</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24593</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5</td>
<td>9.40E-141</td>
<td>IGFBP5</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney cortex UP 1 8.54E-08</td>
<td>8.03E-148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24593</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5</td>
<td>9.40E-141</td>
<td>IGFBP5</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney medulla UP 1 2.78E-09</td>
<td>2.61E-148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15473</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 3</td>
<td>1.50E-53</td>
<td>Igfbp3</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47878</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 3</td>
<td>1.10E-52</td>
<td>Igfbp3</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47879</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 4</td>
<td>3.50E-41</td>
<td>Igfbp4</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24592</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 6</td>
<td>1.40E-34</td>
<td>IGFBP6</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21743</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1</td>
<td>1.60E-33</td>
<td>Igfbp1</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47876</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1</td>
<td>2.70E-33</td>
<td>Igfbp1</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22692</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 4</td>
<td>3.90E-39</td>
<td>IGFBP4</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney cortex UP 1 1.82E-04</td>
<td>7.10E-43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08833</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1</td>
<td>9.70E-32</td>
<td>IGFBP1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12843</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 2</td>
<td>1.90E-30</td>
<td>Igfbp2</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18065</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 2</td>
<td>5.90E-29</td>
<td>IGFBP2</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney medulla UP 1 0.016</td>
<td>9.44E-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18065</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 2</td>
<td>5.90E-29</td>
<td>IGFBP2</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney cortex UP 1 0.017</td>
<td>1.00E-36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P35572</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 6</td>
<td>1.20E-16</td>
<td>Igfbp6</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9R118</td>
<td>Serine protease HTRA1</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>Htra1</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q61581</td>
<td>Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 7</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>Igfbp7</td>
<td>Mus musculus</td>
<td>kidney UP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q92563</td>
<td>Testican-2</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>SPOCK2</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney cortex UP 1 3.23E-06</td>
<td>1.03E-48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q92743</td>
<td>Serine protease HTRA1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>HTRA1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney cortex UP 1 0.032</td>
<td>3.52E-44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9NQ30</td>
<td>Endothelial cell-specific molecule 1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>ESM1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney medulla UP 1 0.011</td>
<td>4.73E-44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9NZV1</td>
<td>Cysteine-rich motor neuron 1 protein</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>CRIM1</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>kidney medulla UP 1 0.019</td>
<td>3.61E-45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, the resulting genes correctly include the human IGFBP5 gene, which encodes the input protein; in fact, this gene is known to be over expressed in kidney [15]. They also
comprise some other genes that are members of the same *insulin-like growth factor binding protein* (IGFBP) family in human and other organisms (actually only in human, mouse and rat since ArrayExpress provides gene expression data in kidney only for these organisms). It is worth noticing that not all gene members of the IGFBP family (in human, mouse and rat) are present in the computed result list; this correctly reflects the data provided by the considered bioinformatics services. In fact, IGFBP3 and IGFBP7 in human, Igfbp2 and Igfbp6 in mouse and Igfbp4 in rat do not result over expressed in kidney from the ArrayExpress data. Similarly, from the WU-BLAST data, the protein codified by the rat Igfbp7 gene is not among the amino acid sequences, contained in the searched UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database, that are highly similar to the input protein sequence (actually, it is present only in the UniProtKB/TrEMBL database).

Towards the end of the resulting ordered list, a few other genes that codify proteins less similar in sequence to the input protein and that are less significantly over expressed in kidney are also included. Interestingly, the human IGFBP5 gene that encodes the input protein is not the first of the list; in fact, its two Igfbp5 ortholog genes in mouse and rat, although with some differences in sequence from the input protein, result to be more significantly over expressed in kidney according to the ArrayExpress data.

4 Discussion and Future Work

The created Bio-SeCo application here described is a demonstrator of the capabilities of the search computing technology to be effectively applied to efficiently search for globally ranked answers to complex biomedical questions. It fully enables the user to run the considered example type of multi-topic biomedical query and obtain the computed global search results, which depend on the data (and their quality) provided by the individual bioinformatics search services considered. Yet, it is just a first prototype that will soon be improved. In particular, our near future work will address application flexibility in all aspects of user interaction, i.e. in query definition and expansion, ranking composition function setting, and result visualization and browsing.

The fixed multi-topic case study question considered is just a simple paradigmatic example of how the search computing approach works and of the type of questions that can be addressed with search computing. Other interesting biomedical questions, with even more relevant bioinformatics predictions, can be similarly created and answered. In the next Bio-SeCo release, we will provide functionalities for flexible query definition by enabling the user to build its own search through a graphical interface. According to the semantic resource network of search services registered in the search computing framework, it will be possible to define an initial global search and then expand or refine it by adding partial searches in new topic areas, remove previously included search services, modify input and filter parameters of considered search services, or roll back to previous search results. For instance, for the considered example query, interesting expansions could regard the search for the involvement in a specific biological process of the genes found significantly expressed in the same given biological tissue, or the search for specific domains within the proteins found similar in sequence to a given protein.

Weight coefficients of the ranking composition function will be definable and interactively modifiable by the user at query time in order to allow customizing global ranking calculation also according to the specific partial results retrieved by each individual search service composed.
Bio-SeCo result visualization interface, usable by all Web browsers, will also be improved in order to allow interactively browsing and expanding individual search results and highlighting global combinations of results with particular relevance.

Finally, several additional bioinformatics services will be registered in the search computing framework; this will enable bio-scientists to build multi-topic queries over a variety of services, thereby increasing their ability to easily express and efficiently solve complex biomedical questions.

5 Conclusions

This paper has presented and discussed the new Search Computing approach and a prototypical demonstrative Bio-Search Computing application. The developed application demonstrates how available bioinformatics resources can be described as search services in the search computing framework, and that the framework then supports scientists in formulating and efficiently executing multi-topic biomedical queries. Such queries are numerous in the Life Sciences and only can be addressed by comprehensively evaluating different types of data, which are often inherently ordered or associated with ranked confidence values. By providing direct support for ranking as a first class citizen in data integration, search computing provides distinctive data integration features, not supported in other available data integration or workflow platforms. In so doing, search computing can support exploratory search and curiosity driven browsing of biomedical data, thus enabling ambitious data driven biomedical knowledge discovery and verification.
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